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Northwest Hall of Famer
Jeff Coston battles injury
At age 61, Jeff Coston is still among the top players in
the Pacific Northwest and is a Hall of Famer. But he also
tore his achilles tendon playing basketball back in December
with his sons. Now he is on the road to recovery and will
play in crutches early in the season. See Page 2 of Inside
Golf Newspaper for more on this story.

WHAT’S NEW
IN NW GOLF
Bellingham courses host
Memorial Shoot-Out event
North Bellingham Golf Course, Avalon
and Sudden Valley are all working together
to put on the Memorial Shoot-Out, set
for May 27-29 at all three courses in the
Bellingham area.
The format calls for two-player teams
with different formats at all courses. First
round at Avalon will be best ball, the second round at Sudden Valley will be scramble
and the final round at North Bellingham
will be stroke play. Cost is $500 per team
and includes golf, three meals, half price
practice rounds, calcutta and more. Call
any of the courses for information.

Pacific NW courses
look to bounce back
Golf courses from the Pacific Northwest seemed to fall out of favor from
Mother Nature during the winter. Cold,
snow, rain, wind and just about anything
else seemed to keep golfers at home
and not at the golf course.
But courses like Glendoveer (right)
are hoping to bounce back this spring
and summer. See inside for more.

Northwest Washington is a treat

The Muckleshoot Casino Washington Open
Invitational will kick off the 2017 championship
season in the Pacific Northwest May 22-24 at
Meridian Valley Country Club in Kent.
Last year’s winner Jeff Coston won the
tournament at age 60. He will be back to defend
his championship, most likely on crutches after
tearing his achilles tendon. (See column on Page
2 for more on Coston and his injury).
Other championships for the NW include:
• Oregon Open set for June 13-15 at Juniper
Golf Club in Redmond.
• Rosauers Invitational will be held July 14-16
at Indian Canyon in Spokane.
• Northwest Open Invitational set for Aug. 2123 at Wine Valley Golf Club in Walla Walla.

Pepsi Northwest Women’s
Open set for July 17-19
The Pepsi Northwest Women’s Open is set
for July 17-19 at Twin Lakes Golf and Country
Club in Federal Way - an event that will feature
some of the top club professionals and amateurs
from around the country.
The event will take place over three days
with a Pro-Am scheduled for July 17 and then
the tournament itself will run for two days on
July 18-19. Former LPGA player Cindy Rarick is
expected to take part and is a former champion
of the tournament.
See www.northwestwomensopen.com.

NW amateur tournament
season begins to heat up
If you are looking for some tournaments to
whet your appetite to get into the competitive
spirit this spring here’s a sampler.
• Gamble Sands is hosting a Memorial weekend Best Ball on May 27-28. The event will also
feature the Travis Mathews Tour Bus and part of
the entry fee includes merchandise credit on the
bus. Cost is $600 per person and includes green
fees, cart, lodging, $100 merchandise credit and
dinner. Call 509.436.8323 for information.
• Whidbey Golf Club will host its annual
Mountain Mist Men’s Invitational on May 27-28
on Whidbey Island. The two-day tournament will
cost outside guests $225 and includes three
rounds of golf, dinner, tee prizes and more. Call
360.675.4546 for more information.		
• Riverbend Golf Course in Kent, Wash. will
have its 21st annual 2-Man at the Bend event
on June 10-11. This tournament features a field
of two-player teams in a best-ball format for two
rounds. Entry fee is $300 per team and includes
golf, range balls and premium tee prize. Call
253.854.3673 for more information.

Rules Quiz
As the player approaches the first tee
she discovers she has an extra wedge in
her bag which brings her total to 15 clubs.
The limit is 14. What are her options?
Please see the answer on Page 2 of this
section of Inside Golf Newspaper.

Printed in U.S.A.

Washington Open will
kick off major events
for Pacific Northwest

Sovay wins championship
at the Pacific NW Seniors

From Olympia to Bellingham to Port Townsend, Northwest Washington is filled with
some of the top courses in the NW, including the Cedars at Dungeness in Sequim
(pictured above). Inside Golf takes you on a tour this month. See inside for more.

Tom Sovay of The Golf Club at Redmond
Ridge fired a two-round total of 135 to win the
Pacific Northwest Seniors Players Championship
at Wine Valley. Sovay shot a second round 67 to
go with his opening round 68 and win by four
shots over Joe Carranza of Aldarra.
Five amateurs tied for third place at 141
including Charlie Rice of Bend Country Club,
Larry Daniels of West Seattle, Brad Karns of
Royal Oaks, Terry Paresi of Stone Creek and
Keith Crimp of Ellensburg.

Arizona road trip
finds some gems
out in the desert

For sure, the city of Phoenix is loaded
with award-winning golf courses. But on
a recent road trip, Inside Golf ventured
into the desert and found some gems at
Quintero Golf Club, Los Caballeros and
Wickenburg Ranch (pictured right) as the
rental car toured the Carefree Highway.
For more on the road trip and these
courses, please see inside.
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Diane Coston tried to give her 61-year-old husband Jeff some words of warning last December
when he decided to go and play some basketball
with his sons Kyle and Tyler.
“Don’t go, I don’t want you to get hurt,” she
said as Jeff headed for the door.
“All I heard was ‘don’t get hurt.” said Coston.
A couple of hours later, after playing full court
basketball for the first time in years and hitting the
first shot of the game, Coston was down on the
floor in pain. Not exactly the place he wanted to
be considering that a trip to the Hawaii State Open
and a 40th wedding anniversary trip to the islands
were only a few days away.
But there he was, laying on the floor hoping that
he hadn’t done anything major. But after a trip to
the doctor, physical therapist and a date with an
MRI machine, Coston was given the bad news: He
had torn his achilles tendon, an injury that can take
sometimes a year to recover from.
At age 61, Coston knew recovering from
such an injury might take a while. But being in
good shape and wanting not to waste any time,
he had surgery only days after the injury and two
weeks later was back to teaching on a scooter and
crutches from his teaching facility at Semiahmoo
Golf Resort in Blaine, Wash.
Since then, Coston’s life has been spent a
couple days a week at physical therapy, recovering
at home and hoping he can get ready for the 2017
golf season. He even bought a Stim Machine for
his house, a device that stimulate recovery in the
achilles.
Coston has not wasted any time in rehab. He
has worked hard to get back and back in the early
April played a round of golf at Loomis Trail on
crutches and shot a 77. Two weeks later he played
at Semiahmoo Resort on crutches and shot 67.
“I did find out that my game is different,” said
Coston. “I am now a club shorter than I used to
be. Maybe that will get better as the achilles gets
better.”

Steve
Tu r c o t t e

Torn achilles isn’t about to keep Coston
off the course for the 2017 golf season

But the fact that Coston is back on the golf
course is almost a medical miracle. He was told
that an injury like his might take up to a year to fully
recover and he would not play golf until June. He
wanted to prove the experts wrong. With support
from his wife and sons, Coston has worked to get
himself back on the golf course quickly.

He plans on trying to defend his championship in
the Washington Open at Meridian Valley this month
and then takes off the next day for the Senior PGA
Championship in Washington DC and then right
after that defending his crown at the Washington
Senior Open. All of this on crutches and an achilles
that is not fully 100 percent back yet.
“I had never been injured before,” said Coston.
“And there was no way I was going to take a year
off from playing golf. I worked as hard as I could
to get back on the course.”
And for the missed 40th anniversary trip? “I will
have to make up for that this year,” said Coston.
“She told me not to play and I did anyway and got
hurt. I owe her a nice trip to Hawaii in December
again.”
Steve Turcotte is editor of Inside Golf Newspaper.
He can be reached at sdturcotte@comcast.net.
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Rules Answer

•  Answer: In this narrow situation the
player may declare one of the 15 clubs
out of play and notify her fellow competitor (stroke play) or opponent (match play)
that she is carrying a 15th club, not to be
used. She should endeavor to mark or
identify and even set the club aside so the
club being declared out of play does not
inadvertently use the club out of play. See
decision 4-4c/1.

• Inside Golf would like to thank Paul
Lucien for his rules questions each month.

InsideGolfNewspaper.com
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Northwest amateur legend Swanson
will conduct elite junior golf camps
One of the Pacific Northwest’s top amateurs
Ann Swanson will be conducting an elite tournament players camp at The Home Course.
The camp will run May 27 and June 10. And
this is no ordinary camp. Swanson and her team
of instructors David Elainy, John Cassidy and
Ronnie Espedal will provide mental training
tools, short game fundamentals and more in an
elite camp setting. The instructor to student ratio
will be 3:1.
There will be an extra cost for parents who
want to attend the last half hour of the camp so
they can join University of Washington Women’s
Coach Mary Lou Mulflur and Husky mental
coach Elainy. The purpose of the time with the
parents is to give them an idea about how to be
“that kind of golf parent that can give their kid a
chance to thrive in competitive golf.”

Cassidy is the lead instructor at The Home
Course and played on PGA Tour Canada, Espedal
is the head professional at Highland Golf Course
and Swanson is the head golf coach at Grays
Harbor College.
Swanson said the camps are an avenue for
giving junior golfers a road to take to give them
the best opportunity for schooling and competition. A sample of some of the camp topics will
be goal-setting processes, short game training,
pre tournament preparation and elevating self
awareness.
The camp is for boys and girls ages 11-18.
Tuition is $195 for a six-hour camp and covers
playing lessons, green fees, tee prize, lunch and
a sleeve of Titleist Pro V1 golf balls.
For more information see www.ghcelitegolfcamps.com.
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The Home Course will be the site of an elite golf camp put on by NW amateur legend Ann Swanson.

InsideGolfNewspaper.com
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USGA retires Men’s, Women’s team events;
Northwest juniors shine in national spotlight
The United States Golf Association (USGA)
announced the retirement of the Men’s State
Team Championship and Women’s State Team
Championship, following the completion of the
2017 competitions calendar.
The USGA State Team Championships were
first conducted in 1995 as part of the Association’s centennial celebration and were originally
intended to be one-time only events. The championships, in which each state was represented
by non-collegiate, amateur golfers, helped cap
the USGA’s year-long festivities.
State and regional golf associations sent
three-player male and female teams to compete
in a stroke-play format similar to the World Amateur Team Championship, in which the best two
scores of each state’s three competitors counted
on each of the three days of competition.
Due to its initial success, the championship
continued on a biennial basis and eventually all
50 states, Puerto Rico and the District of Columbia competed.
The Club at Las Campanas (Sunset Course),
in Santa Fe, N.M., will host the final Women’s
State Team on Sept. 26-28, 2017.

Pacific Amateur set for September

The 2017 Pacific Amateur Golf Classic will
have the same home but a new look. Sunriver
Resort in Central Oregon has assumed control
of the 21st annual tournament from the Central
Oregon Visitors Association and will have some
new changes for the 2017 event.
The Pacific Amateur Golf Classic will take
place Sept. 23-28 – this year the event will
be held entirely at Sunriver Resort. The three
tournament rounds will be held at the resort’s
Woodlands, Meadows and Crosswater courses.
The top finishers from each flight will advance
to Crosswater for the tournament championship.

This is the first year in Pacific Amateur history that all players will get a chance to play the
award-winning Crosswater course whether they
qualify for the final round or not - as they play it
during the course of the tournament.
The other big change for the tournament will
be that the event will be limited to 300 players.
There will still be a variety of flights for men,
women and seniors but the limit for this year’s
event will be set at 300.
Entry fee for the tournament is $575 and includes the three tournament rounds and a fourth
if you are in the top four of your individual flight.
There will also be a welcome dinner for all players in the tournament.
For more information on the 2017 Pacific
Amateur and the new plans, please see the website www.pacamgolf.com.

Oregon junior in Drive, Chip and Putt

Oregon Junior Golfer Baylee Hammericksen
finished seventh in the Girls 14-15 Division at
the National Drive, Chip and Putt Championship
held at August National Golf club in Georgia.
Hammericksen, who was representing the
Pacific Northwest Section, totalled 16 points in
the competition which was seven points behind
the division winner Savannah Greval of Mississauga, Ontario, Canada.
Each participant competed in all three skills
(Drive, Chip & Putt) accumulating points in each
skill.

Washington junior in LPGA qualifier

Montgomery Ferreira of University Place,
Washington enjoyed the golf opportunity of a
lifetime at Mission Hills Country Club in Rancho
Mirage, Calif. as she competed for the chance
to play in the ANA Inspiration – the first major
championship of the LPGA season.

 	 Along with 39 of the best junior golfers in the
world, the 14-year-old Ferreira competed over 54
holes across two days for a dream ticket to play
in a major tournament as a junior. At the end of
the tournament, the winning ‘ticket’ was won by
Lucy Li, who secured the victory by 4 shots.
For Washington’s left handed Ferreira, the
chance to play in a top junior girls’ tournament
at the spiritual birthplace of the LPGA was made
even more special as her final round was played
alongside LPGA legend Sandra Palmer, who
guided the youngster around the famous Dinah
Shore Tournament Course.
Ferreira was invited by ANA to represent
Seattle as one of 11 guest players selected to
play on behalf of ANA gateway cities including
Los Angeles, San Jose, San Francisco, Honolulu,
Vancouver, Chicago, New York, Washington
D.C., Houston and Mexico City.
The 11 gateway players joined one of the
strongest fields assembled in girls’ junior golf
history with players hailing from Japan, China,
South Korea, Taiwan, Thailand and the United
States, who had qualified through the “ANA Priority Mileage” point system based on the AJGA
Rankings.

Bellingham courses set for Shoot-Out

North Bellingham Golf Course, Avalon and
Sudden Valley are all working together to put on
the Memorial Shoot-Out, set for May 27-29 at
all three courses in the Bellingham area.
The format calls for two-player teams with
different formats at all courses. First round at
Avalon will be best ball, the second round at
Sudden Valley will be scramble and the final
round at North Bellingham will be stroke play.
Cost is $500 per team and includes golf, three
meals, half price practice rounds, calcutta and
more. Call any of the courses for information.

InsideGolfNewspaper.com
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Try these common
sense tips to speed
up your golf round

• Move Promptly: Proceed quickly to your ball
and be ready when it is your turn.
• Play Promptly: Hit your shot within a maximum of 30 seconds.
• Be Quick on the Green: Read the putt as you
approach the green and while others are putting, hit
it, tap it in, and go to the next tee.
• Do Your Housekeeping on Your Own Time:
Start the round with tees, markers, repair tools, etc
in your pocket. Keep an extra ball in your pocket
for any provisional shots. Do your scorekeeping
while everyone is teeing off on the next tee. Don’t
make others wait!
• Be Cart Smart: Drop off your partner and drive
to your ball. Take 3 clubs, not 1 when you leave the
cart. Park the cart behind the greens.
• Be a Good Teammate: Know your partners
weaknesses, help them when it is convenient, and
move on when it is not.
• Accept Responsibility: Recognize that slow
play is not just the other guy’s fault.

OGA Junior Golf Marathon a success

The inaugural OJG 100 Hole Marathon took
place at Columbia Edgewater Country Club in Portland. and was a success A total of 16 junior golfers
each completed 100 holes of golf on the Mason
Course. Play began at 7:40 am and the last group
completed their 100th hole at 6:20 pm. It was a full
day of golf for the juniors. Junior players ranged in
age from 10 - 18 and each junior golfer collected
donations to support future Oregon Junior Golf
Team Competitions as well as the access program,
Youth on Course. Almost $17,000 was raised as
a group! Thank you to everyone who supported
the junior golfers and generously made a donation
through the 100 Hole Marathon.

• In THE NEWS •
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Five elected to PNGA, PGA NW Section Halls of Fame

The Pacific Northwest Golf Association (PNGA)
and the PGA Northwest Section held a joint Hall of
Fame induction ceremony. Being inducted for the
PNGA were Mike Davis of Portland, Ruth Jessen of
Seattle and Jackie Little of Port Alberni, B.C. The PGA
Northwest Section inducted Les Blakley of Spokane
and Roger Wallace of Polson, Mt.
Here’s a quick look at the inductees:
• Jackie Little would write her name on every significant trophy in British Columbia, winning five BC
Women’s Amateurs, three BC Women’s Mid-Amateurs,
and five BC Senior Women’s Amateurs. She won three
Canadian national titles
• Les Blakley was the PGA Head Professional of
Kalispel Golf and Country Club (formerly Spokane
CC) for 26 years. Les served as President of the Pacific Northwest Section in 2005-2006, and was also
President of the Inland Empire Chapter, and served two
separate terms on the chapter’s Board of Directors.
• For Mike Davis, it seems he was born for a life in

Jackie Little		

Les Blakley		

the game. In high school, Mike lettered for three years
in track and four years in golf. His senior year at the
University of Oregon was arguably his best overall
year as an athlete - he qualified for the 1968 U.S. Open,
played in the NCAA Championship for golf, and also
competed in volleyball.

Mike Davis		

Roger Wallace		

• Roger Wallace has been the driving force at Polson
Bay Golf Course for the past 30 years. He has been
instrumental in raising funds for local organizations,
and together with his staff has built a junior program
in which over 400 kids participate annually.
• Ruth Jessen was a phenom who tore through the

InsideGolfNewspaper.com

Ruth Jessen

Northwest amateur scene in the mid-1950s. She was
medalist in the 1954 U.S. Girls’ Junior, and in 1954
won the WSWGA Amateur, the Seattle City Women’s
Amateur (for the third consecutive year), the Lower
Columbia Women’s Championship, the Apple Blossom
Tournament, and the PNGA Women’s Amateur.
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Fox Sports will have hours of
coverage for big tournaments
Fox Sports, the domestic broadcast partner
of the United States Golf Association, will air
more than 140 hours of live coverage across eight
2017 USGA championships, including more
than 45 hours on Fox, FS1 and Fox Deportes
and continuous live streaming on Fox Sports Go
from the 117th U.S. Open at Erin Hills, in Erin,
Wis. Fox Sports will also provide live coverage
from the U.S. Women’s Open, U.S. Senior Open,
four USGA amateur championships and the 46th
Walker Cup Match.
Additionally, the USGA will provide live
streaming from the U.S. Open on its digital
platforms – usopen.com and the U.S. Open app,
as well as live streaming of the U.S. Women’s
Open, U.S. Senior Open, U.S. Amateur and U.S.
Women’s Amateur on usga.org. The USGA’s
global digital coverage begins with exclusive live
action on three channels – two featured groups
channels and a featured holes channel – on usopen.com and the U.S. Open app from 8:30-11
a.m. EDT during the first and second rounds of
the U.S. Open (June 15-16). The USGA will also
broadcast this year’s U.S. Open to more than 190
countries and territories on six continents through
its international broadcast partners.
The first and second rounds of the U.S. Open
on June 15-16 will air on FS1 from 9 a.m.-3 p.m.
PDT, followed by coverage on Fox from 3-6p.m.

Did you know….

• The state of Washington has 246 golf facilities, 31
stand-alone driving ranges, and 22 miniature golf facilities. These facilities combined
to generate $473.5 million in
revenues in 2015, which is
comparable to the revenues
of all other spectator sports
combined (football, baseball,
basketball, hockey, soccer,
etc.).

PDT each day. Fox will provide coverage of the
third round on Saturday, June 17, from 8 a.m.-5
p.m. PDT and of the fourth round on Sunday,
June 18, from 8 a.m.-5:30 p.m. PDT.
The first two rounds of the 72nd U.S.
Women’s Open at Trump National Golf Club, in
Bedminster, N.J., will be televised on FS1 from
11 a.m.-4 p.m. PDT on July 13-14. Fox will air
the third and fourth rounds on July 15-16 from
11 a.m.-4 p.m. PDT.
The first and second rounds of the 38th U.S.
Senior Open at Salem Country Club, in Peabody,
Mass., will air on FS1 on June 29-30 from 11
a.m.-4 p.m. PDT. Fox will broadcast the third
and fourth rounds on July 1-2 from 10 a.m.-3
p.m. PDT.

U.S. Senior Open NW qualifiers

The Pacific Northwest will host a pair of qualifiers for the United States Senior Open, which
will be played June 29-July 2 at Salem Country
Club in Peabody, Mass.
The first qualifer in the Northwest is set for
Wednesday, June 7 at Columbia Edgewater
Country Club in Portland with the next qualifier
being held at Bellingham Golf and Country Club
in Bellingham Tuesday, June 12.
For more information see the web site www.
usga.com.
•  The Oregon Golf Association is running an OGA
Tour series that is a
casual one-day individual
and partner competition
for men and women of
all abilities. Competitions are open to OGA
members and non members. Competitions are
held at courses in Oregon and Southwest Washington
throughout the spring and into summer. See www.oga.
org for more.
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Tour Players With Northwest ties
PGA Tour
• Kevin Chappell • Kirkland • 19th on the list with $1,745,208
• Ben Crane • Portland • 142nd on the list with $260,472
• Robert Garrigus • Gresham • 117th on the list with $378,519
• Andres Gonzales • Olympia • 152nd on the list with $225,750
• Richard Lee • Bellevue • No Events
• Ryan Moore • Puyallup • 32nd on the list with $1,317,424
• Alex Prugh • Spokane • 204th on the list with $135,437
• Kyle Stanley • Gig Harbor • 57th on the list with $899,444
• Nick Taylor • Ex-UW • 92nd on the list with $557,511
     • Cheng Tsung Pan • Ex-UW • 59th on the list with $883,578
Web.com Tour
• Jason Allred • Ashland • No Events
• Joel Dahmen, Clarkston • No Events
• Jeff Gove • Seattle • No Events
• Scott Harrington • Portland • 99th on the list with $7,237
• Alex Prugh • Spokane • 21st on the list with $54,554
• Andrew Putnam • Tacoma • 1st on the list with $180,400
     • Michael Putnam • Tacoma • 89th on the list with $10,241
     • Brock Mackenzie • Yakima • No cuts made
• Aaron Wise • Ex-Oregon • 20th on the list with $54,834
• Andrew Yun • Tacoma • 12th on the list with $75,472
Champions Tour• Fred Couples • Seattle • 2nd on the list with $592,533
• Bob Gilder • Corvallis • 88th on the list with $14,473
• Brian Henninger • Eugene • 85th on the list with $17,977
• Peter Jacobsen • Portland • No events
• Kirk Triplett • Pullman • 15th on the list with $259,292
Mackenzie Tour (Canada)
• Brock Mackenzie • Yakima • 2nd on the list with $84,075
• Cameron Peck • Olympia • 23rd on the list with $26,789
• Chris Williams • Ex-UW • 81st on the list with $5,933
• Aaron Wise • Ex-Oregon • 4th on the list with $65,313
LPGA Tour
• SooBin Kim • Ex-UW • 155th on the list with $13,576
• Sadena Parks • Tacoma • 141st on the list with $3,036
• Jin Yan • Ex-UW • 75th on the list with $29,474
LPGA Symetra Tour
• Molly Aronsson • Ex-UW • No Events
• Kelli Bowers • Chelan • No Events
• Jimin Kang • Seattle • No Events
• Mallory Kent • Seattle • No cuts made
• Erynne Lee • Silverdale • 63rd on the list with $2,230
• Kristen Rue • Gig Harbor • No Events
• Renee Skidmore • Everett • No Events
• Kim Welch • Ex-WSU • 27th on the list with $5,339

InsideGolfNewspaper.com
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Russ
Wing

Rules of the Game: USGA along with the
R&A are working on modernization deal

For the last five years, the USGA and the R&A
have been working together on something called
the Rules Modernization Project. The goals of this
project are to make the Rules more consistent,
simple and fair, and to make them more easily
understood and applied by all golfers.
In early March, the two organizations published
a progress report in the form of proposed changes
to the Rules. While I had heard about the Rules
Modernization Project for some time, I had always
expected the changes to be relatively incremental,
following the pattern of recent changes. But wow!
These changes are far from incremental. And
that’s a good thing.
Did they completely “blow up” the Rules and
start from scratch? Well, no, they didn’t do that.
But I think they did the next best thing. They
changed both the Rules themselves and the way
that they are written and presented, and both of
those changes are for the better.
Accompanying this article is what the USGA
and the R&A call an infographic titled “Modernizing
Golf’s Rules:   Key Changes”.   This infographic
describes “five of the most significant changes”
to the Rules, and it also serves as an example of
the new approach to presentation using pictures
and illustrations to make the Rules easier to under-

stand. This new approach to presentation reminds
me a lot of a current USGA publication called Golf
Rules Illustrated, my favorite Rules book.
In addition to changing the Rules and the way
they are presented, they also are changing the
Rules publications. The new Rules of Golf will
contain 24 Rules vs the current 34 Rules. There
will be a Player’s Edition of the Rules that will be
a complete set of Rules vs a “Quick Guide” like
the one in the current Rules book. There will be a
separate Committee Procedures book, removing

this information from the Rules book. And replacing the Decisions book will be a Handbook that
will offer guidance to Rules Officials in lieu of the
current roughly 1,200 Q&A format decisions.
Overall, I really like what I see with all of these
proposed changes. I wish we could implement
them right away. But we can’t. The current
planned implementation date is January 1, 2019.
Between now and August 31st, there is an open
comment period. Please visit the USGA web site
and check it out.

InsideGolfNewspaper.com
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Muckleshoot Casino offers plenty of
entertainment on and off the tables
The Muckleshoot Casino in Auburn, Wash.
celebrated its 22nd anniversary in April and has
certainly come a long way from that day when it
was a simple tent in the middle of a parking lot
looking to attract business.
The casino has become a complex that features a little of something for everyone. From
the multiple gaming tables to the thousands of
slot machines to the variety of dining choices,
the Muckleshoot Casino has no shortage of
amenities. And don’t forget about Club Galaxy
which hosts concerts and shows and also features
VRcade, a revolutionary, tether-less virtual reality gaming system. The Muckleshoot Casino is
the first gaming facility in the nation to offer a
permanent VR gaming experience.
The casino features more than 100 table
games and over 3,100 machines for those who

•  Page 21 •

Muckleshoot Casino
Here are some facts and figures about the
Muckleshoot Casino.
• Location: Auburn, Wash,
• Phone: 253. 804.4944
• Casino facts: Casino has the largest
smoke-free gaming floor in the Pacific Northwest. spanning 40,000 square feet. Casino
opened for business in April 1995 and just
celebrated its 22nd anniversary.
• Games: Muckleshoot Casino has over
100 table games from blackjack to roulette to
craps and poker.

like to take their chances. And for those who are
looking for a first-class meal the casino has eight
food and beverage stops.

The Muckleshoot Casino in Auburn, Wash. features plenty of entertainment, including Club Galaxy.

Check out Insidegolfonline.com for Hot Golf Deals
InsideGolfNewspaper.com
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Pacific Northwest courses
hope to shrug off the bad
winter and rally in spring

If you thought Mother Nature was bad
to you this winter, think about the golf courses of
the Pacific Northwest. While the weather made for
tough going for anything outside except for skiers,
the golf courses around the Northwest had to deal
with blank tee sheets and empty golf courses while
the weather stayed nasty.
Not only did it rain, but snow, ice, wind and
chilly temperatures kept golfers off the golf courses
this winter.
“There are a lot of golfers out there with some
pent up energy about getting out and playing some
golf,” said one Northwest General Manager. “We
got a lot of calls from golfers wanting to know when
the course will be in good shape and ready to go.”
But now that spring has arrived and summer
is right around the corner, golf courses around the
Northwest are hoping for better times. And if the
occasional nice days this spring are any indication
then the golf courses could be reeling in some big
business.
On a weekend when the sun came out last
month, several golf courses said that business was
brisk and the tee sheets were filling up.
“It’s tough to sit around all winter and not play,”
said Mike Williams. “You can only look at your
clubs for so long before you have to get them and
head to the course. We just need some better weather
and hopefully we are getting that.”
Golf courses don’t budget for big numbers during the winter months, but there are days when the
sun comes out and there is some action on the tee
sheet. But for the most part, golf courses have been
at the mercy of Mother Nature.
“Tough winter, a tough winter,” said the general
manager. “If we get a little help from the weather,
the golf courses will fill up quickly.”
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Tri Mountain in Ridgefield looks for a big spring.
Some courses are trying to do what they can to
help make up for the lost business of the winter. But
most of all, the golf courses just need some good
weather and a little cooperation from Mother Nature
to get the golfers back on the course and get the tee
sheets filled up.
“I’m sure there will be specials to encourage
more play and make up for winter,” said the GM.
“Courses will do what they can to get the play out
there and make up for the lost winter.”
For the golfers of the Pacific Northwest, Mother
Nature might have been the winner this winter, but
they know it’s time to get back on the golf course.

Courses like Riverbend in Kent (top photo) and Allenmore in Tacoma are hoping Mother Nature cooperates.
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What does it mean when you
hear ‘Playing to your handicap’
To acquire a better understanding of the
USGA Handicap System™, wouldn't it be nice
to know what "Playing to Your Handicap" means
and whether you should do this every time? The
system is built around the concept of Course
Rating™, which impacts us all even though its
definition ties to a "scratch" golfer. When you are
given handicap strokes, you receive the number
of strokes necessary to play to the level of a
scratch golfer. If the scratch golfer is supposed
to shoot the Course Rating, then those handicap
strokes relate to the Course rating as well.
We use the phrase "target score" regarding
playing to your Handicap. How is a target score
determined? First, go through the normal process
of converting a Handicap Index to a Course
Handicap. Then add that Course Handicap to
the Course Rating. For example, a player with a
USGA Handicap Index of 16.3 decides to play a
course with a USGA Course Rating of 68.9 and
a Slope Rating of 129. That player converts the
16.3 to a Course Handicap of 19 (using Course
Handicap Tables or "Conversion Charts"), then
adds 19 to 68.9, for a total of 88 (rounded). If the
player shoots 88, that player has played to his or
her Handicap.
So playing to your handicap is not exclusively
a matter of whether you have hit the ball well or
the number of putts you had, but a measurable
number. It is NOT how your net score relates to
par.
How often should a player do this? Recognize
that your worst scores are not truly utilized in
the calculation of a Handicap Index; only the
best 10 scores are utilized and the worst 10 are
disregarded, then the best 10 are averaged. This
ratio tells us playing to a handicap happens less
than half of the time. Including all of the handicap
formula, the resulting probability is that playing
to your handicap happens only once out of four
to five rounds. The USGA isn't out to discour-

age you, but in order to maintain a semblance of
equitable competition for players with differing
skills in varying formats, we have determined this
probability as the best choice for our formula.
If we used all scores, those players with higher
handicaps would see their values increase significantly, while those with lower values would
not increase as much. This would tip the balance
of the system heavily toward higher handicap
players. We believe there should be an incentive
toward improving one's game.
We can't all be scratch golfers, but we can set
a target to strive for to play to our handicap - and
we can determine what that means. And don't get
discouraged if you only play to your handicap
20-25 percent of the time.
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It’s time to test your rules knowledge

QUESTIONS:
1. A player is always allowed to see his ball when making a stroke at it.
2. Bending long grass or bushes to find a ball is allowed provided the action doesn’t improve the lie of the ball or the area
of intended stance or swing and the ball is not moved.
3. If a player believes his ball is covered by sand through the green (i.e., not in a bunker) he may move the sand in order
to find the ball without the fear of penalty.
4. A player believes his ball is covered with sand in a bunker. If he digs with a club to find his ball, he incurs a penalty for
a breach of Rule 13-4 for touching the sand in a bunker with a club.
5. Loose impediments in a water hazard must not be moved in order to find a ball.
6. There is no penalty for moving your ball in play when searching for it in an area marked as ground under repair.
7. A player may probe with her club in water in a water hazard in order to find her ball without the fear of penalty.
8. A player searching for her ball in casual water in a bunker accidentally moves her ball. There is a one-stroke penalty
for moving her ball in play but she may take relief without penalty from the casual water.
9. While searching for his ball in high grass, through the green, the player moves a clump of grass and his ball moves
vertically downward. There is no penalty since the movement occurred during the search.
ANSWERS:
1. False. At times a ball may be visible from one angle but obscured from the player’s view when the stance is taken. One
example is when a ball in a bunker is covered with fallen leaves but visible from the side. Moving the leaves would result
in a breach of Rule 13-4 for touching a loose impediment in a hazard when the ball lies in the same hazard.
2. True. A player must use caution when searching for his ball. Carelessness may result in improving one or more of the
areas covered by Rule 13-2. Also, there are times when accidentally moving the ball will not result in penalty but generally
a breach of Rule 18-2 for moving the ball in play has occurred.
3. True. Rule 12-1a allows a player to move sand anywhere on the course in order to find or identify a ball without the fear
of penalty for moving the ball in play. If the ball is moved it must be replaced and the lie re-created.
4. False. It is true that Rule 13-4 prohibits a player from touching the sand in a bunker with his club or hand. However,
Rule 12-1a overrides Rule 13-4 in this circumstance allowing the player to probe and search in the sand with his hands,
rake or clubs.
5. False. Once again Rule 12 is going to override Rule 13. Under Rule 12-1b, if a player believes his ball is covered by
loose impediments in the hazard he may remove the loose impediments in order to find or identify his ball. It is important
to note that if the player’s ball is found and he chooses not to take relief from the water hazard, he must replace the loose
impediments. If the ball was completely covered, he is allowed to leave a small part of the ball visible. The permission
to move or touch loose impediments under this Rule is not without restriction. If the player accidentally causes his ball to
move he incurs a penalty under Rule 18 (Ball at Rest Moved).
6. True. This same principle applies when searching for a ball in an obstruction or any abnormal ground condition. The
player may search in either condition without the fear of penalty for moving his ball in play. If the ball is accidentally
moved, it must be replaced unless the player elects to take relief from the condition. See Rule 12-1d.
7. True. Rule 12-1c overrides the prohibition in Rule 13-4 of touching the water in a water hazard with a hand or club when
the ball lies in the same hazard. It allows the player to probe with a club, rake or otherwise. If she accidentally moves the
ball when probing, there is no penalty provided the ball was in the water. The ball must be replaced or she may proceed
under Rule 26 for water hazard relief. It is important to note that if the moved ball was not in the water, she would incur
a penalty of one stroke under Rule 18-2 for moving her ball in play.
8. False. See the answer to #6. Even though the abnormal ground condition (casual water) is in a hazard, the player is
still allowed to search for the ball without the fear of penalty for moving the ball in play. If the ball is moved it must be
replaced, unless the player elects to take relief from casual water under Rule 25.
9. False. Under the definition of “moved,” a ball is considered to have moved if it leaves its position and comes to rest in
any other position. Therefore, a ball that falls vertically downward has moved and the player incurs a penalty for moving
his ball in play. The fact that the movement occurred during search for the ball is irrelevant. None of the exceptions in
Rule 12 apply in this situation and the player should always exercise caution when searching for his ball.
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December 4th I did something I had not
done in over a decade. Something I truly enjoy.
Something I had scholarships to do in college.
Something you can get injured doing.
Yes, I played basketball and yes, I was injured.
I tore my achilles playing open gym and I had
surgery December 8th. Ouch!
I had not played for a long time for this very
reason. Now here I am trying to beat Father Time
to play well in 2017.
Having worked out and exercised as a
lifestyle and continuing to do so has given me
longevity in golf and truly sped up my recovery.
Many times trainers and golfers do "golf
specific" training. I prefer to do total body movement/training.
I use bands and lighter weights in my training.
(See Photo 1). I do core work with the bands and
"the ball" (photo 3) one can also stretch one "the
ball." Talk about stretch! At any age, especially
on the wrong side of 50, stretching is mandatory!
(Photo 2)
Again, I honestly believe a lifestyle of fitness,
proper eating, rest and measured golf practice
will help anyone play better longer. Especially
since I officially retired from basketball, again.
We just need to see the value; the possibilities and make a plan.
Take 40 minutes 3 days per week. Remember, you most likely with live longer, stronger
with high quality of life and golf.
1) First, jump on a cardio machine for 15
minutes or more.
2) Pick 5 exercises and do 12-15 reps twice.
3) Pick 3 different stretches.
And off you go. You have just started a big
step in a positive direction.
Choices develop habits; habits build charac-

Jeff
Coston

The Lesson Tee: Stretching can help you
beat Father Time and help your game

ter; character develops a lifestyle.
Jeff Coston is a 21-time Pacific Northwest PGA
Player of the Year. Jeff can be reached for appointment by calling Semiahmoo Resort, Golf and Spa at
360 201-4590. See jeffcoston.com
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There is plenty to see when your road trip
takes you out of Phoenix and into the desert

By Steve Turcotte, Inside Golf Editor
If you think you have to stick around the population center of Phoenix to hit the top golf courses
in Arizona, think again. Just get in the rental car
and start heading Northwest. Not only will you
see the desert landscape out your windows, you
will also come across some of the best courses in
the state in places like Peoria and Wickenburg.
Welcome to the Arizona road trip where the
car does not stop in Phoenix or Scottsdale and
winds its way through the cactus, tumbleweeds
and two-lane roads. First stop, the outskirts of

Peoria and Quintero Golf Club. If you didn’t
see the signs to make the right hand turn, you
might not even know that just off the Carefree
Highway sits an award-winning golf course
that winds through the desert and hilltops. The
course was designed by Rees Jones and features
some of the best collection of par-3 holes ever
assembled on a golf course. The ninth hole is an
elevated tee box with a shot to a green guarded
by sand and water. The views from around the
course are spectacular. Quintero also has a Stay
and Play deal available with first-class condos to

Sitting on a hilltop, the new clubhouse at Wickenburg Ranch has a view that overlooks the 18th green.

Quintero Golf Club in Peoria, Ariz. has one of the top courses in the state of Arizona and also offers some stay and play packages with its condo units which sit right along the golf course.
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Award winning
golf on this trip

rent. These aren’t just any type of condo units
these are spacious accommodations with every
amenity you can think of.
As you leave Quintero Golf Club and think
about taking a right on the Carefree Highway,
it might not seem that much is in that direction
except Las Vegas four hours away. But the town
of Wickenburg is becoming a golf gem.
Wickenburg Ranch opened for play two years
ago and, for the lack of a better word, stunning. It
was a course seven years in the making and is the
centerpiece of a Shea Homes Development. The
championship Course is known as Big Wick and
its shorter course Lil Wick opened last year. The
holes are all different and spread out through the
desert. One of the most scenic and challenging
holes is the par-3 14th hole that plays well over
200 yards with a lake in front and on the right
has a terrific desert backdrop.
The new clubhouse and other buildings make
for another outstanding backdrop when heading
up the 18th hole.
But that’s not all that is in Wickenburg. Rancho de los Caballeros is not only a golf course
but also a destination resort complete with dude
ranch and spa. This is a place that opened in 1948
as a Arizona ranch and has grown through the
years. There is plenty to do for visitors including
a variety of western-themed activities.
The golf course is another challenge and
provides some views of the desert along with a
close up view of the horse corral and its string of
100 horses. There is plenty to see when it comes
to going horseback; there are over 20,000 acres
of desert for a horseback trip. For those who
get a little sore from too much horseback riding
there is also a spa to soak away the pains. The
Los Caballeros Golf Club is a popular stop for
the locals and for visitors. It is another gem in
the resort for people looking to mix in a variety
of activities on their stay.
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Los Caballeros Golf Club in Wickenburg, Ariz features some scenic golf, holes with watery trouble and a chance for guests to ride some horses after the round.
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